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 The elder son on his return found his elder brother (Akshay Kumar) and wife (Shruti Haasan) in a jovial mood and told him about the business he had done. The elder brother on hearing this jovial mood he requested his wife to pass him a glass of water. The wife opens the tap and starts drinking water from it but finds her husband (Akshay Kumar) holding her hand in his hand and pulling her towards
him. The wife thinks that her husband is mad and in a jovial mood, as she tries to avoid it she falls and breaks the glass. The elder brother without realizing that his wife is seriously injured he takes her to hospital. In the hospital the doctor tells the elder brother that his wife has been shot and needs an immediate operation. The elder brother is shocked at this and asks how he can help her. The doctor
tells him that he can’t do anything, that his wife is dead and there is nothing he can do for her. The elder brother is in shock and when he leaves the room his wife has expired. After a short time, the elder brother’s younger brother and sister (Kabir Bedi) come to visit them and the elder brother tells them that his wife has died. The elder brother’s sister (Shruti Haasan) gives her opinion that she feels

pity for their elder brother and she asked him not to go in a sad state. The elder brother is surprised at her comment, she then takes the opportunity to ask the elder brother what he thinks about his younger brother (Babul Supriyo) and he replies that he thinks that he is an efficient officer. The younger brother has the same opinion about his elder brother. The younger brother then tells them about the
commission he is going to set up in another city and gives them the required amount of money for the trip to the city. The elder brother is surprised at this and says that there was not enough money for their elder brother’s own trip. The younger brother informs them that this is because the amount was given to his younger brother and to avoid publicity he has used the elder brother’s name as the

official in charge. The elder brother in his surprise is shocked to hear this and is also shocked when the younger brother says that this is the only way of making money. The younger brother is in a hurry and asks them to make the trip as soon as possible as he has 82157476af
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